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From: Mindy Landau
To: Eugene Trager; Mabel Lee
Date: 11/26/01 10:00AM
Subject: Re: Clearance needed to publish RES reports

Mabel and Gene,

The current policy is that if the office review team believes the content of the NUREG is benign and
contains no sensitive information, publication can go forward. Obviously, this is the offices' judgment call.
However, if there is any question about the sensitivity of the document, it should be held until the
Commission's criteria for discretionary release of documents becomes final. As far as the web review is
concemed, Gil Millman is heading this up for RES and has developed a priority system for publication of
NUREG documents on the web. Publication of NUREGs on the web will not occur until the Commission
has approved the final criteria. I hope this clears up any confusion...

Mindy

>>> Mabel Lee 11/21/01 05:13PM >>>
Gene:
I know about the Nov 6 memo. Gil Millman was checking with Walt Oliu regarding this issue. There
appears to be a disconnect between this memo and what we are hearing from Minday Landau (OEDO)
and Fran. I am of the understanding that additional guidance was forthcoming before we can comment
and review the NUREGS. Additionally, I understand that the Commission has not approved this NUREG.
In any case, I am sure the CC's I have on this Email will set me straight. I will be out until Dec 3, but will
be checking my Emails until then.

Thanks,
Mabel

>> Eugene Trager 11/21/01 08:22AM >>>
Ms. Lee,

I just received a call from Ms. Linda Stevenson of the Publications Services Branch. She said a PSB
memorandum dated November 6 (ADAMS # ML01 3100011) had been sent to you requesting a statement
that RES report NUREG/CR-6749 (Integrating Digital and Conventional Human System Interfaces:
Lessons Leamed from a Control Room Modernization Program) did not contain sensitive information and
could be released for printing. She said a release is needed for 17 RES reports awaiting publication.

Thank you,
Gene

PS - I did not try to verify any of this, as I assume you will have the November 6 memo.

CC: Francine Goldberg; Gilbert Millman; Gina Thompson; Julius Persensky
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